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Abstract
Urban re-development projects may generate various positive as well as negative spatial
externalities to the existing population in a given area. This study aims to assess the order of
magnitude of the expected net benefits for incumbent residents from a large scale project in the
Southern part of Amsterdam (the Netherlands), which is planned to transform the area into a large
multi-functional urban centre. We employ a specific stated preference method (viz. a willingnessto-accept method) to assess the net socio-economic benefits for the population in the area
concerned. Our approach explicitly considers perceived costs and benefits in the foreseen „endstates‟ as well as those incurred during the transitional (construction) phase towards such endstates. It is concluded that the multi-functional urban re-development project under consideration
is not supported by the residents in the area, as the long-run benefits are perceived to be
overshadowed by the short-run environmental nuisances.
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1. Introduction
Land use in cities is subject to continuous change, as urban dynamics cause the need for new
land use functions (such as infrastructure, leisure time amenities). Cities in world history have
always been in a state of flux as a result of variations in population density, changes in economic
structure, technological developments, and changing preferences of residents and consumers (see,
for example, Ponting, 1993, and O‟Sullivan, 2003). The Netherlands is a good example of a
country in which the relatively high population density causes a high demand for scarce space.
Together with the current Dutch land use policies aimed at the protection of open space, the high
residential density exerts increasing pressure on urban land markets, resulting in high land prices
in urban environments. Consequently, there is a growing need to design new land use concepts
that favour an efficient and intensive use of urban space. After the era of urban renewal, we
currently witness a new trend focused on multi-functional urban re-design.
In recent years, city planners have introduced the notion of multi-functional land use as a new
concept for urban land use aimed at a spatial and socioeconomic synergy of different land use
functions in order to save scarce space, while still maintaining a high level of spatial quality.1 A
re-design of existing land use in the city – with a view to a multi-functional urban planning
concept – has huge implications for business life as well as residents. Multi-functional (and often
compact) design causes a wide variety of spatial externalities to incumbent residents (e.g., rise in
property value, lack of parking space, increase in noise and pollution, and more attractive
amenities such as shopping facilities). Such unpaid externalities may have a substantial impact on
the acceptance of new urban development plans by the local residents. And therefore, it is
important to assess the net benefits of changes in land use in the city as a consequence of multifunctional re-design of the urban space. Of special interest are, in this respect, benefits and
particularly costs that are incurred during the transitional phase, in which the area is transformed
from its current state into some intended end-state. Especially for the transformation into multifunctional land use, an area may have to undergo rather fundamental changes in its physical layout, and this transitional phase may easily take as long as 30 years to materialize. As the end-state
will not be reached unless also the transitional phase is gone through, it is important to get insight
also into the costs and benefits during the transition, so that a cost-benefit trade-off does not
exclusively evaluate an end-state, independent of the required transition. Our paper aims to get
insight into the values that local residents attach to multi-functional land use developments in
their area, considering both the end-state and the transition explicitly.
1 The interested reader is referred to, for example, Priemus et al. (2004), Rodenburg et al. (2003),
Rodenburg et al. (2008), and Vreeker et al. (2004) for discussions on the concept of multi-functional land
use.
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In our empirical work we will use the so-called Zuidas project in Amsterdam as an empirical
example of a large-scale and far-reaching multi-functional urban land use project for which we
aim to assess – as part of a more comprehensive study – the residents‟ net benefits accruing from
the spatial externalities of this project; both in its construction and its end phases. The Amsterdam
Zuidas is a large area of more than one kilometre length and a width of approximately 100 meters
on both sides of the orbital motorway (A10), which currently mainly consists of office buildings.
It is situated in the southern part of Amsterdam. Various development plans for the area are
currently available.2
In the planning process thus far, two extreme alternatives for the development of the Zuidas
have been presented: the Dock alternative, and the Dike alternative, while as a compromise
sometimes also a so-called Combination alternative (which is indeed a combination of the first
two) is envisaged. The aim of these alternatives is (i) to create an urban environment on a location
that is (still) dominated by infrastructure; (ii) to eliminate the barrier effect of the ring road
around Amsterdam; and (iii) to create an own identity for the area by developing offices, houses
and facilities with an accompanying high-quality public space.
Of the above mentioned alternatives, the Dock alternative is the most ambitious. It puts all
infrastructure (road and rail) underground over a length of 1.2 kilometres, providing a huge extra
amount of available building space. Positioning the different types of infrastructure on top of each
other might even further increase this amount, since on-street parking places can then be situated
underground, leading to more available space for other land use functions on top of the „Dock‟.
This alternative results in a mix of offices, houses and facilities and can be considered as an
ambitious example of multi-functional urban architecture. In the Dike alternative, all transit
traffic will be guided on an elevated dike infrastructure. The latter will be situated at the current
level on a broadened dike body of 170 metres wide. Roads would be situated at the outside lanes
of the dike, whereas rail infrastructure would be situated on the central lanes. This alternative has
a compact terminal for public transport with short transfer distances and there is an extra
underpass for slow traffic. Railway station „Zuid WTC‟ acts as the connection between the areas
on both sides of the dike. Houses and offices would be constructed alongside the dike. Finally,
the Combination alternative combines different aspects of the Dock and the Dike alternative. The
essence of this alternative is that only certain parts of the infrastructure will be constructed at a
subterranean level: road traffic as well as tram and metro will be positioned underground,
2

In the remainder of this section, we provide a very concise description of the currently existing
development plans for the Zuidas area that will be central in the stated preference experiment undertaken in
this paper. The interested reader is referred to Rodenburg (2005) for more details about the Amsterdam
Zuidas area and the existing development plans.
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whereas the rail infrastructure for (high speed) trains will remain at its current level. In this
alternative, the dike will become narrower (80 metres), allowing for construction of offices on
both sides of the dike on top of the underground infrastructure. Due to the high noise level along
the (heavy) rail lines, it is in this case legally not possible to construct houses on either side.
In each of these development alternatives, the resulting area is characterized by a relatively
strong degree of multi-functionality. It will contain a diversity of land use functions that will be
realised throughout the area. Putting all infrastructure on a subterranean level substantially
enhances the degree of multi-functionality. The explicit aim to realise a properly balanced mix of
offices and houses in the area is challenging and interesting in terms of its feasibility given the
fact that land prices in the area are among the highest in the Netherlands, which typically leads to
a focus on office development rather than on housing. Each of the alternatives will, of course,
also require substantial investments and construction works in the area, albeit to different degrees
for the different alternatives. This justifies the explicit consideration of the implied costs and
benefits during this transitional phase.
A multi-functional urban land use project of the above size is surrounded by many
uncertainties, as the attractiveness of a residential area, the design of public spaces (such as urban
green) in the area, and the area‟s accessibility are difficult to predict. Traditional cost-benefit
analyses on such a long-lasting and wide-ranging project are likely to give a biased or unreliable
picture (see Shefer and Kaess, 1990, and Shefer, 2003), and usually focus on alternative endstates only. In this study we aim to develop an alternative method for the evaluation of multifunctional urban re-design projects, seen from the perspective of current residents, considering
both the end-state and the transitional phase towards it, and using the case study from Amsterdam
as a test case. In Section 2 we will describe the methodology used, viz. a willingness-to-accept
method as a specific example of a stated preference method. The subsequent sections will then
present the research application as well as the empirical findings from our field work. Various
statistical results are presented and interpreted, while the study is concluded with some
retrospective remarks.
2. Framework of Analysis: A Residents’ Willing-to-Accept Method
Urban re-development may generate various effects for a multiplicity of actors, such as
business firms, investors, and consumers. In the present paper we exclusively focus on the net
benefits expected for residents currently living in the area concerned. These residents form a
relevant and interesting group in the valuation of a multi-functional urban design. Although
current residents of the area are no stakeholders in terms of having a commercial interest in the
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area (like investors and business organizations do), it is still important to obtain insight into how
they experience such a transformation of their living environment, and to express these in
monetary terms. Clearly, to get a proper idea of the total value that future residents attach to
living in a multi-functionally designed area, it would be necessary to investigate both new and
current residents. However, a problem with new residents – over a time span of more than one
generation – is that they are difficult to identify and, thus, to interview. Current residents, on the
other hand, are easier to identify. And therefore, our focus will be on the perception of, and
preferences for, the Amsterdam Zuidas area by current residents. The results of this analysis will
enable us to assess how individual users value a multi-functionally designed area such as the
Amsterdam Zuidas, considering both the transitional phase and the foreseen end-state. Such
information is important in the decision-making process on the re-development of such areas. It
does not only enable decision makers to develop the area in such a way that the interests of
current residents are properly balanced against those of future users, it also provides information
about preferences of residents for the design of such an area, which is important to take into
consideration in order to increase the attractiveness of the area for individual users.
In order to elicit preferences for multi-functional land use, a questionnaire was developed
that aims to provide insight into the preferences of current residents in terms of development
alternatives for the Zuidas, and the value they attribute to it. Potential benefits of a multifunctionally designed living area for residents include an increase in the number of shopping and
non-shopping facilities in the vicinity of their home; an increase in the number of public transport
options; and a possible increase in housing prices. There are, however, possible drawbacks to a
multi-functionally designed living area as well, such as parking nuisance of employees working
in the area, the view of office buildings from home, and the abandonment of the area after office
hours.
It is difficult to unambiguously define specific elements of multi-functional land use that
(positively) influence the valuation of multi-functionality (i.e., utility) by current residents of the
Amsterdam Zuidas. The transformation of the area will be completed in about 30 years from now,
which means that current residents will mainly be confronted with the nuisance from construction
and will most probably not have the opportunity to enjoy the (full) benefits of the new design. We
therefore considered it to be unrealistic to ask residents for their willingness-to-pay (WTP) for a
multi-functional design of the Amsterdam Zuidas. Instead, we used a „willingness-to-accept‟
(WTA) approach. Asking for a WTA suggests that the „status quo‟ is the relevant reference point,
so that individuals have an implicit property right in a non-market good (Perman et al., 2003). We
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make use of individuals‟ hypothetical behaviour on virtual markets for multi-functional land use
characteristics to identify the value they attach to certain characteristics of their residential area.
WTA methods belong to the family of stated preference methods, of which contingent
valuation methods (CVM) are nowadays very popular. CVM assumes that people attach true (but
non-observable) economic values to non-market goods which can be revealed through
hypothetical behaviour using stated preference surveys. A distinction can be made between
hypothetical questions aiming for willingness-to-pay (WTP) and for willingness-to-accept (WTA)
measures. In the first, respondents are asked for a (maximum) amount of money they would be
willing to pay for an improvement or for avoiding a loss, whereas in the second, respondents are
asked for a (minimum) amount of money they would have to be given as compensation to accept
a certain deterioration.
An often-cited problem in relation to CVM is the large difference that is often found in
applied studies between stated WTP and WTA values. Intuitively, WTA values are expected to
exceed WTP values: receiving monetary compensation for a negative external effect is valued
higher than paying money for avoiding the effect. Various studies confirm this expectation,
although the differences should be negligible as long as income effects are small (see, among
others, Willig, 1976; Randall and Stoll, 1980; Mitchell and Carson, 1989; Hoevenagel, 1994).
The first study that demonstrated a non-negligible disparity was conducted by Hammack and
Brown Jr. (1974). They found that respondents‟ WTA amounts were about four times larger than
their WTP amounts for the same good. This finding was initially viewed as a methodological
weakness of the CVM method, due to its hypothetical character. However, later studies confirmed
these findings by showing large differences as well (among them are Gregory, 1986, and Fisher et
al., 1988), even in situations where real goods and actual dollars were used. These experiments
illustrated that the discrepancy between WTA and WTP values could no longer be regarded as the
result of a methodologically weak valuation method, but rather as a validity problem of economic
theory. Hoevenagel (1994) presents five reasons that have been put forward to account for the
differences between WTA and WTP values: (1) people may reject the implied property right; (2)
prospect theory: expecting an unpleasant change tends to elicit a more extreme response than an
objectively equivalent desirable change; (3) non-market goods may be part of people‟s identity:
by giving up something people lose part of their self-definition; (4) uncertainty, lack of time and
experience tend to result in relatively higher WTA values; and (5) uniqueness of the good: the
fewer substitutes a good has, the larger will be the difference between WTP and WTA values.
The latter is also shown by Hanemann (1991).
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Because WTA is in general not income-constrained (in contrast to WTP), safeguards must be
taken to obtain truthful valuations. One possible strategy is to use dichotomous choice questions,
where people are asked to express their preference between two alternatives, both characterized
by a number of attributes among which a monetary one. Although a worsening in the attribute to
be valued may then be coupled with an improvement in the monetary attribute – both compared
to some initial situation – so that one is effectively investigating valuations in the WTA range, the
respondents will be considerably less tempted to overstate their WTA compared to a set-up where
they would face open WTA questions (“what is the minimum amount of money you would
require in order to accept this and this”). A frequently used alternative strategy, also followed in
this study, is to start with a sequence of dichotomous choice questions and to ask a final open
question.
Being aware of the limitations to compare, or even substitute, WTA and WTP values, we
decided to ask residents of the Amsterdam Zuidas area for their WTA, since we expect many
residents to be reluctant towards the 15 or even 30-year development plans for the Amsterdam
Zuidas, for the obvious reason that they will mainly be confronted with the nuisance from
construction and most probably will not have the opportunity to fully enjoy the benefits of the
new design (other than through increased house values). Asking for a WTP could thus lead to
high protest bids due to their implied property right of the area‟s design. In our WTA approach,
we asked residents to indicate the minimum amount of money they would like to receive if their
least attractive development alternative for the Amsterdam Zuidas were to be realised. The next
section describes the questionnaire used and characterizes the sample of respondents.
Stated preference (SP) studies, in general, may suffer from various biases, and this study is
no exception. At the same time, in some cases it is unavoidable to apply SP methods, for example
if the good to be valued is unique and no observed market transactions can, as yet, be observed.
Preferences over alternative specific development plans for a specific area such as the Amsterdam
Zuidas fall into this category, making SP the only viable way to obtain valuations. The various
possible biases possibly affecting SP valuations (see Mitchell and Carson, 1989) may of course
also affect our study. Insofar as possible, we tried to minimize these biases. Let us briefly discuss
some main possible biases. Both the hypothetical bias and the payment vehicle bias are likely to
be modest in our study, since the goods to be valued are realistic and widely known development
plans, and the payment vehicles (possible compensations; changes in housing prices) are also not
unrealistic. Protest behaviour bias also seems modest at most, as we focused on WTA measures.
A strategic bias may certainly hamper our estimates if people are hoping for compensation, and
would most likely mean that we find upper limits of WTA measures. A warm glow bias does not
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seem logical in this context. Also the part-whole bias may not be too important, as the entire
project at stake is presented to the respondents. A starting-point bias or starting-range bias again
may occur in our results. It is likely to work in the direction opposite of the strategic bias. In
conclusion, we expect that the main biases in our data would be starting point and strategic
biases, and expect that these will work in opposite directions – which is of course not to say they
should exactly or nearly cancel.

3.

Questionnaire and Characterization of Sample
The questionnaire was distributed to every address in the relevant area, called the

„Irenebuurt‟.3 In total, there are 691 addresses in this area (in which 1154 people are living). The
questionnaire consists of four main parts. The first part contains questions about the preferences
of respondents for specific development alternatives for the Amsterdam Zuidas. Subsequently,
respondents are asked to indicate the minimum amount of money they would like to receive as
compensation if their least-preferred alternative for the Zuidas were to be developed. In the
second part, respondents are asked to express their expectations with regard to housing prices or
rents (depending on whether they live in an owner-occupied house or in a rented house).
Furthermore, they indicated the influence of specific aspects of developments at the Amsterdam
Zuidas on the attractiveness of their current living environment. In the third part of the
questionnaire, people are asked to express how they would evaluate the (possible) proximity of
office buildings in the direct vicinity of their home. Depending on the answer (positive, neutral,
or negative), they are asked to indicate the importance of specific aspects related to the proximity
of office buildings, such as possible parking nuisance, image, etc. In the final part of the
questionnaire, we asked for personal characteristics of respondents, such as housing type, age,
gender, education level, family situation, working status, and location of work. The latter
information is important in order to be able to relate responses on earlier questions to specific
characteristics of respondents.
Our sample contains 195 respondents (implying a response rate of 28%). Of these 195
respondents, 94 provided information on their minimal compensation required to accept their
least preferred alternative (we will refer to this group of respondents as the restricted sample).
Although admittedly low, the response rate is in line with response rates typically found in other
CVM studies among households, which tend to vary from 30-50% (e.g., Loomis and GonzalesCaban, 1994; Chambers et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 2000). Table 1 presents some descriptive
statistics of the two samples of respondents and of the entire population living in the Irenebuurt.
3

A complete version of the questionnaire can be found in Rodenburg (2005).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the respondents and representativeness of the sample
Total
195
28.2

Number of respondents
Response rate

Sample
Restricted
94
13.6

Irenebuurta

Gender (% male)
52.1
45.7
46.5
Age (% of adult population)
Younger than 35
8.0
12.0
20.4
Aged between 35 and 64
60.1
64.1
50.9
Older than 65
31.9
23.9
28.7
Highest educational degree (% of sample)
Bachelor/Master
64.1
64.9
High School
19.5
19.1
Other
16.4
16.0
Labour market position (% of sample)
Full-time job
25.6
34.0
Part-time job
13.3
9.6
Self-employed
23.1
22.3
Pensioner
35.9
30.9
Social benefits
1.0
1.1
No income
1.0
2.1
Family situation (% of sample)
Living alone without children
39.0
37.2
56.8
Living alone with children
2.6
3.2
4.7
Living together with partner and without children
38.5
35.1
22.0
Living together with partner and children
20.0
24.5
16.6
House ownership (% owner occupied)
94.9
93.6
78.8
Housing type (% of sample)
Apartment
53.8
53.2
Terrace house
21.5
19.1
Corner house
8.7
7.4
Semi-detached house
7.7
10.6
Detached house
8.2
9.6
Number of working days people are at home (% of sample)
0
16.4
22.0
1
22.2
24.2
2
10.6
6.6
3
13.8
11.0
4
13.2
13.2
5
23.8
23.1
a
Information in the last column is based on own calculations derived from information provided by O&S
Amsterdam (www.os.amsterdam.nl).

The differences in characteristics of the respondents in the two respective samples are minor.
Both samples also provide a fairly representative sample of the population living in the
Irenebuurt. Compared with the total population, our sample is characterized by a slight
underreprentation of people aged below 35 and pensioners. Also singles are underrepresented in
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the sample, whereas couples (with as well as without children) are somewhat overrepresented.
Also people owning a house are overrepresented. Information on education level, housing type
and job characteristics is not available. The descriptive statistics confirm, however, the perception
that the population of the Irenebuurt is well educated and does not suffer from unemployment
problems.

4.

Residents’ Preferences of for Development Alternatives for the Zuidas
In order to obtain more insight into the value that residents attach to living in a multi-

functionally-designed area, we asked for their opinion about the different development
alternatives that are designed for the Amsterdam Zuidas. Since we expect most residents to be
reluctant towards the development of both the Dike and the Dock model, we also offered them an
alternative in which the current development of part of the Amsterdam Zuidas area will be
finished, and any further developments will be cancelled. Thus, the residents were confronted
with two extreme development alternatives (viz. Dock and Dike), as well as with the current
situation. The afore mentioned Combination alternative was not considered in our experiment. A
summary of the answers is shown in Figure 1.

100
No further developments
Dike
Dock

80
60
40
20
0
Very Negative Neutral Positive
Very
negative
positive

Figure 1. Cumulative distribution of evaluations (5-point scale)

We see that most residents consider development of the Dike alternative as negative. Only
10% consider it to be positive or very positive. The opposite holds for no further development of
the area and the Dock model: about 55% considered these two alternatives as positive or very
positive, whereas 18% and 37%, respectively, considered development as either negative or very
negative. The overall picture for the three different development alternatives is mixed. The
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opinions differ strongly across respondents. However, the Dike alternative is clearly identified as
being the least attractive alternative.
When we select for each respondent the most-preferred alternative, 40% turns out to have
the Dock model as her/his most preferred alternative, 40% prefers no further development, and
3% prefers the Dike model best. 17% of the respondents gave either an equal preference to two
most-preferred alternatives or did not provide a complete answer to the question. Considering the
least-preferred alternative, we see that 41% ranks development of the Dike model lowest, 13% is
least satisfied with development of the Dock model, whereas 11% is least satisfied with no further
development of the area.

5.

WTA of Residents for their Least-Preferred Alternative
As explained before, we decided not to ask people for a WTP value for the realisation of

their most-preferred alternative, but instead to offer them imaginary compensation for accepting
the development of their least-preferred alternative, viz. the „willingness to accept‟ value (WTA).
We raised the following (hypothetical) question:
Suppose that a referendum were to be held among residents at the Zuidas. In this referendum,
you are asked to choose one of the following two options with regard to the design of the
Zuidas area:

A. Your most-preferred alternative, as indicated in the preceding question.
B. Your least-preferred alternative, as indicated in the preceding question, but connected with
a one-time compensation of € 1000 per household living in the Zuidas area.
Which option would you choose?

If the respondents accepted the compensation in the first question, they were asked whether
they would also accept € 200. If not, they were asked whether they would accept € 5000. Finally,
they were asked to express an exact minimum amount of money they would like to receive as a
compensation for the development of their least-preferred alternative (WTA).
The WTA appears to vary strongly across respondents (see Figure 2 and 3). Figure 2 shows
that only 2% of the respondents was satisfied with a compensation of € 200 for accepting the
development of their least-preferred alternative as compared to their most-preferred alternative.
About 89% of the respondents was not even satisfied with a compensation of € 5000.4

4

These shares reveal that the amounts presented to the respondents in the first question did likely not
represent their „true‟ WTA. Presenting a representative amount to the respondents, one would expect a
more equal distribution of respondents indicating either a higher or a lower amount (see also Tversky and
Kahneman, 1991). The implication of the currently used value might be that respondents underestimated
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100
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80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
< € 200

€ 200 - € 1000

€ 1000 - € 5000

> € 5000

Figure 2. Percentages of respondents in the four WTA ranges defined by the dichotomous-choice
questions
Next, Figure 3 shows a somewhat more detailed picture (in natural logarithms which is the
basis for the regression analysis to follow). It reveals the frequency distribution (vertical axis) of
the exact required minimum compensation sums on a logarithmic scale reported by the
respondents (horizontal axis). The WTA of most residents for the development of their leastpreferred alternative at the Amsterdam Zuidas appears to be below k€ 500 („k€‟ means „kiloeuro‟- thousands of Euros, therefore). Only 9% of the respondents appears to ask for a higher
compensation sum.
20

10

0

,5
15
,5
14
,5
13

,5
12
,5
11
,5
10

8,5

9,5

7,5

6,5

5,5

b: Natural logarithm minimum compensation sum
Figure 3. Distribution
of the required minimal compensation sum (in natural logarithm)

The very high – and less realistic – values that some respondents ask (up to k€ 5,000) are
likely to be protest bids against specific developments causing temporary high negative
externalities in the neighbourhood concerned. We consider values of more than k€ 500 as
their WTA values in the open questions. Such a „starting point bias‟ is often referred to in literature (e.g., in
Mitchell and Carson, 1989).
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unrealistically high (based on, for example, house values in the area which we do not expect to
decrease with an amount that would exceed a monetary compensation of k€ 500). We decided to
exclude any WTA value above k€ 500 from the analysis (i.e., ten values varying from k€ 1,000 –
k€ 5,000).
Summarizing, we will perform our further analysis on a restricted sample in which we: (i)
excluded WTA values above k€ 500; (ii) excluded the WTA values of those respondents who did
not indicate their preferences for all three development alternatives for the Zuidas; and (iii)
assigned alternatives that received equal scores by individual respondents both to the group of
most- or least-preferred alternatives (depending on whether the equally ranked alternatives were
considered most or least attrative). For example, if a respondent indicated that no further
development is the least preferred alternative and to be indifferent between Dike and Dock, we
assigned both Dike and Dock to the group of most-preferred alternatives. In such a case, we
assigned a weight of 0.5 to the equally ranked alternatives, in order to give the indicated
compensation sums equal weight as compared to the other observations in the dataset. For the few
cases in which equal importance has been attached to all three alternatives, we assigned a weight
of 1/6 to each of the six possible combinations of most- and least-preferred alternatives.
From the answers to the open-ended question, we see that the average minimum
compensation that respondents would like to receive, irrespective of their most- or least-preferred
alternative, is k€ 53 (based on 94 respondents). If we take the preferred alternatives into
consideration, the average amount differs between alternatives, although a pooled-variance t-test5
for the difference in WTA values among the different (most- or least-preferred) alternatives
reveals no statistically significant differences. Table 2 shows the average minimum compensation
sum of respondents who consider the different development alternatives for the Zuidas as their
most-preferred alternative (irrespective of their least-preferred alternative), and their leastpreferred alternative (irrespective of their most-preferred alternative).6

5

In this t-test, we used the pooled variance as long as the population variances of the samples did not differ
statistically significantly (Berenson et al., 2004). In cases where they did differ, we adopted the
conservative approach by using the critical t-value with degrees of freedom based on the number of
observations in the smallest sample (viz. min(n1,n2)–1).
6
Respondents who indicated equal scores for different alternatives have been assigned to each of the
alternatives for which they indicated equal scores and received a weight of 0.5. This has led to considerable
changes in the mean compensation sum for the group of respondents who prefer the Dike alternative
(+26%), no further development of the area (+2%), and the Dock alternative (+6%). The influence on the
mean compensation sum related to respondent‟s least preferred alternative is –26% (Dock alternative), –4%
(Dike alternative), and +8% (no further development of the area).
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Table 2. Average minimum desired compensation when alternative is most- or least-preferred (€)
No further development

Dike

Dock

When alternative is most-preferred

61,967 (39.83)

27,759 ( 4.83)

48,257 (49.33)

When alternative is least-preferred

43,663 (16.33)

51,456 (57.33)

64,911 (20.33)

Note: Number of observations is shown between brackets (these are not necessarily integers as a
consequence of applying weights to respondents who assigned equal scores to different alternatives).

Table3 shows the average minimum compensation sum that different groups of respondents
ask for the development of their least-preferred alternative, depending on their most-preferred
alternative.

Table 3. Average minimum desired compensation sum for combinations of least-preferred and
most-preferred alternatives (in Euros)

alternative

preferred

No further
development
No further development

Least-preferred alternative
Dike
53,946 (21.66)

Dock
71,534 (18.16)

Most-

Dike
42,688 ( 2.66)
9,385 ( 2.16)
Dock
43,854 (13.66)
49,944 (35.66)
Note: Number of observations is shown between brackets (these are not necessarily integers as a
consequence of applying weights to respondents who assigned equal scores to different alternatives).

We see that the highest compensation is asked for the realisation of the Dock alternative by
those respondents who prefer no further development of the area. The lowest compensation (by
far) is also asked for the Dock model, but by respondents who prefer the development of the Dike
model. However, this value is based on the answers of only two respondents. Generally, the
average compensation asked for does not differ very much over the combinations of most- and
least-preferred alternatives. A pooled-variance t-test for the difference in two means shows no
statistically significant results for the differences in WTA values for the specific combinations of
most- and least-preferred alternatives.
Although the WTA values for a specific development alternative for the Amsterdam Zuidas
area do not differ statistically significantly, it is still informative to make some tentative
calculations on the basis of Table 3. When we multiply the average compensation respondents
ask for development of their least-preferred alternative (as compared to their most-preferred
alternative) with the share of households in the area that indicated to have similar preferences, we
can calculate the total compensation sum requested by current respondents who prefer a specific
combination of development alternatives (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Total compensation sum requested by current respondents who prefer a specific
combination of development alternatives for the Zuidas area

Mostpreferred
alternative

No further
development

Least-preferred alternative
Dike
k€ 8,600

No further development
Dike
Dock

Dock

k€ 885
k€ 4,500

k€ 9,400
k€ 130

k€ 13,100

Because of the differences between indications for „most‟- and „least‟-preferred alternative,
we cannot aggregate the data for different most- and least-preferred alternatives for all
respondents. It is, nevertheless, still interesting to get an idea of whether it might be possible to
have residents who currently live in the area compensate each other for the development of
specific most- and least-preferred alternatives.
We therefore have to compare groups of respondents with two opposite preferences (e.g.,
Dock – no further development versus no further development – Dock). The share of respondents
who prefer development of the Dock alternative and would like to be compensated for no further
development of the area requests a total compensation sum of € 4.5 million (€ 43,854 x 15% x
691 households). The share of respondents who prefer no further development of the area and
would like to be compensated for the Dock alternative requests a total compensation sum of € 9.4
million (€ 71,543 x 19% x 691 households). Assuming that the Dock alternative will be
developed, the results show that the group of respondents favouring the development of the Dock
alternative did not attach sufficient value to its development compared with no further
development of the area, in order to compensate the group with opposite preferences.
We were also interested to see whether different characteristics of respondents can explain
variation in WTA values. Table 5 shows the results of a simple OLS regression on the natural
logarithm of the minimum compensation sum for different characteristics of respondents. We see
that, according to expectations, the compensation sum that people would like to receive for
development at the Zuidas of their least-preferred alternative is higher when they live in more
expensive houses (where we assume an apartment to be the cheapest housing type). Furthermore,
house owners ask for a statistically significantly higher compensation than tenants do, which is
also the case for people in the age 35-64: they ask for a statistically significantly higher
compensation than younger or older people. This result confirms our expectations, since we
assume that outside options (i.e., moving) for these groups engender relatively high costs
compared to tenants and younger or older people, respectively. The results for respondents‟ work
situations are somewhat less unambiguous. Although several coefficients do not statistically
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significantly differ from the base category, it seems that the minimum compensation that
respondents ask for development of their least preferred alternative at the Amsterdam Zuidas area
is higher for the employed. The results for the combination of respondents‟ most- and leastpreferred alternative show that respondents who consider the Dock alternative as most-attractive
and the Dike alternative as least-attractive request the highest compensation sum. The lowest
compensation is asked for the opposite combination of preferences (i.e., Dike over Dock). Based
on these WTA values, the preferences for their most-preferred alternative seem stronger for
inhabitants who prefer the development of the Dock alternative compared with inhabitants who
prefer the development of the Dike alternative. These fascinating findings are clearly of great
importance for urban development policy in Amsterdam.
Table 5. OLS regression results for minimum compensation sum (in logs) – I
EcExplanatory variable
Coefficient
White t-statistic
Constant
8.01***
15.96
Housing type (base: apartment)
Single-family dwelling or corner house
0.30
1.01
(Semi) detached house
0.62**
2.11
House ownership (base: rental house)
Owner occupied
1.50***
3.16
Age (base: < 35)
35-64
1.21***
3.98
> 64
0.87*
1.60
Work situation (base: full-time)
Part-time
0.81**
2.21
Pensioner
–0.38
–0.96
Social benefits
–0.51
–1.33
Self-employed
–0.57*
–1.86
No income
–1.33***
–3.89
Most-least preferred (base: Dock - Dike)
No further development - Dock
–0.19
–0.42
No further development - Dike
–0.21
–0.70
Dike - No further development
–0.40
–1.15
Dike – Dock
–1.55***
–3.89
Dock - No further development
–0.54*
–1.81
Sample Average
10.20
Number of observations
90
Adjusted R2
0.22
Note: *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

6.

Influence of Different Development Alternatives on Housing Prices
An alternative method to measure the value that residents attach to different development

alternatives is based on their expectations with regard to changes in house values and the levels of
house-rents for each of the alternatives (as compared to autonomous development). We asked
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respondents to indicate whether they expect the value of their house to increase or decrease by
0%, 0-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%, or more than 30%. For rented houses, we asked whether they
expect the rent of their house to increase or decrease by 0%, 0-5%, or more than 5%.
The answers show that, of all respondents who live in owner-occupied houses (185
respondents), 13.5% has no idea about the consequences for house values when no further
development of the area takes place. The corresponding values for the Dike and the Dock model
are 15.5% and 16.4%, respectively (see Figure 4). The figure shows, furthermore, that about 50%
of the residents expects no change in house prices if no further development takes place in the
area. For the Dike model, residents generally expect a decrease in housing prices, and for the
Dock model the majority expects an increase in house prices.
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0N 10%
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N
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Figure 4. Cumulative density of expected change in house prices as a result of different
development alternatives (from more than 30% decrease to more than 30% increase)
As stated above, the findings for tenants of rented houses (10 respondents) are less
pronounced. It is, nevertheless, striking that, on average, the majority indicates to have no idea
about changes in rents with different development alternatives. These values are 33.3%, 37.5%,
and 33.3%, respectively, for no further development of the area, the Dike, and the Dock
alternative (see Figure 5).
When we compare the answers of respondents who live in an owner-occupied house with
respondents who live in a rented house, we see that the first group has a much more pronounced
idea about the influence of different development alternatives on housing prices than tenants do.
On average, 15% of the house-owners have no idea about expected changes in housing costs,
compared with about 35% of the tenants. This is probably due to regulation: a change in rent
prices is strongly dependent on government decisions, and less on spatial developments in the
neighbourhood as prices of owner-occupied houses are.
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Figure 5. Cumulative density of expected change in rent prices as a result of different
development alternatives (from more than 5% decrease to more than 5% increase)
To obtain information on possible elements that respondents took into consideration in
stating their WTA value, it is interesting to see whether these are correlated with expectations of
house owners about changes in house prices for the different development alternatives (i.e.,
tenants are excluded in this analysis). We have therefore confronted these two variables. Since the
WTA value represents the desired compensation for the difference between the development of
respondents‟ most- and least-preferred alternative, we compared it with the respondent‟s
difference between the expected change in house values for residents‟ most-preferred alternative
and their least-preferred alternative. We again performed an OLS regression as in Section 5, but
now adding dummies for the difference in expected change in house values. The statistical
results, which are actually very interesting, are shown in Table 6.
We see that the WTA values are statistically significantly influenced by age and housing
type. With regard to differences in expected change in house values, we see that residents who
expect differences in house values between their most- and least-preferred of 10-20% or more
than 30%, ask for a statistically significantly higher compensation sum (at the 1% significance
level) compared with residents who expect a difference of 0% between their most- and leastpreferred alternative. These findings are of great importance for an urban policy that aims to be
based on consensus formation among various stakeholders.
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Table 6. OLS regression results for minimum compensation sum (in logs) – II
EcExplanatory variable
Coefficient
White t-statistic
Constant
7.86***
11.78
Difference in expected change in house values (most/least-preferred alternative) (base: 0% (equal change
expected))
-10% - 0%
1.36*
1.85
0% - 10%
1.05**
2.19
10% - 20%
1.46***
2.84
20% - 30%
1.12**
2.01
30% - 40%
1.66***
3.02
40% - 50%
1.90***
3.04
>50%
2.77***
4.30
Housing type (base: apartment)
Single-family dwelling or corner house
0.47
1.47
(Semi-) detached house
0.65*
1.95
Age (base: <35)
35-64
1.07***
3.27
> 64
1.69***
3.38
Work situation (base: full-time)
Part-time
0.83**
2.16
Pensioner
–0.55
–1.29
Social benefits
–0.42
–0.84
Self-employed
–0.21
–0.52
No income
–1.02*
–1.74
Most-/least-preferred (base: Dock - Dike)
No further development – Dock
0.37
0.89
No further development – Dike
0.13
0.37
Dike - No further development
–0.02
–0.04
Dike – Dock
–0.05
–0.08
Dock - No further development
–0.35
–0.92
Sample Average
10.30
Number of observations
73
Adjusted R2
0.30
Note: *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively (two-sided t-test).

The respondents‟ stated expectations on impacts on housing prices gives us an opportunity to
get better insight into the question of whether the WTA overestimate the true valuation. That is, a
natural benchmark for the WTA would be the expected change in the respondent‟s house price. If
the WTA figures exceed this expected change (if negative, of course), one could say that the
respondent is overasking in the WTA experiment. It is for that reason interesting to see which
hypothetical house value would equalise the desired compensation sum and the expected
difference in change of house value, and to see whether that hypothetical house value corresponds
with actual house values in the neighbourhood. To give an example, let us consider a person aged
40, working full-time, living in an apartment and preferring the Dock alternative most and the
Dike alternative least and expecting a difference in expected change in house value of 15%. The
average compensation required by such a person would be k€ 33. The hypothetical value of the
apartment that would equalise the WTA to the difference in expected change in house value
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between the most- and least-preferred alternative is k€ 218.7 Table 7 contains some further
information for different housing types and expected differences in the change of the house value.

Table 7. Hypothetical house value that would equalise the desired compensation and expected
difference in change of house value between most- and least-preferred alternative (in k€)
Expected
difference
in change
of house
value

-10% - 0%
0%
0% - 10%
10% - 20%
20% - 30%
30% - 40%
40% - 50%
> 50%

Apartment
Terrace or corner house
(Semi) detached house
Average
Hypothetical Average
Hypothetical Average
Hypothetical
compensation house value
compensation house value
compensation house value
that would
that would
that would
equalise
equalise
equalise
WTA to
WTA to
WTA to
value
value
value
difference
difference
difference
29.8
-595.5
47.8
-956.3
56.9
-1137.1
7.6
12.2
14.5
21.8
436.9
35.1
701.6
41.7
834.3
32.8
218.4
52.6
350.8
62.6
417.1
23.4
93.8
37.7
150.6
44.8
179.1
39.9
114.1
64.1
183.2
76.2
217.8
50.7
112.6
81.4
180.8
96.8
215.0
120.8
219.7
194.1
352.8
230.7
419.5

We see that, apart from those respondents who expect an increase in the difference of
between 20%-30%, the desired compensation generally increases with the expected difference in
change of house value. This tendency suggests a positive correlation between the desired
compensation sum and the expected difference in change of house value. For respondents who
live in an apartment and expect differences in change of house value of 20-50%, the hypothetical
value of the apartment that would equalise the compensation and the expected difference is far
too low to represent the value of the apartments in the area concerned: the average value for an
apartment in the area is € 266,750 (personal communication with Makelaarskantoor Gerard
Bakker8). The same holds, but to a much lesser extent, for respondents living in a terrace or
corner house, or living in a (semi-) detached house.
The differences between the hypothetical and the observed house values may be caused by
various reasons. These include i) a starting point biasin the WTA question; ii) a payment vehicle
bias in either question; iii) the possibility that respondents might behave unpretending in asking
for compensation because of social desirability of answering; and iv) a strategic bias in

7 These values can be derived by computing the predicted compensation sum from the regression equation
reported in Table 6 (for the specific example, this compensation sum equals e 7.86+1.46+1.07. The corresponding
house value equals this minimum compensation multplied by 100/15. Similar computations can be made
for different expected changes in house values and characteristics of respondents. Details are available
upon request.
8 Based on 32 transactions between January 1, 2004 and February 1, 2005.
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overestimating loss in property values. Since the average desired compensation sum is smaller
than respondents‟ expected loss in house values, it seems there is less reason to assume that the
desired compensations are boosted as a result of strategic behaviour, or otherwise inflated
because of the use of a WTA measure.

7.

Conclusions
The analysis of residents at the Amsterdam Zuidas has provided interesting insights into

their willingness to accept a specific sum of money in order to agree with the construction of their
least-preferred development alternative for the Amsterdam Zuidas. Depending on specific
variables, such as the type of house in which respondents live, house ownership, and age of
respondents, there are notable differences in the compensation that respondents ask for two
opposite combinations of most- and least-preferred alternatives (for example, for Dock–Dike
respondents versus Dike–Dock respondents). The maximum difference is found for respondents
who prefer the combination of Dock as most- and Dike as least-preferred alternative respectively,
compared with those respondents who prefer the combination of Dike as most- and Dock as leastpreferred alternative. Much smaller differences in desired compensation are found in the
remaining combinations of most- and least-preferred alternatives.
Although the WTA values for specific least-preferred alternatives do not seem to differ
statistically significantly from each other, some tentative calculations showed that if the Dock
alternative were to be developed at the Amsterdam Zuidas, the value that current residents attach
to development of the Dock alternative compared with no further development of the area would
not be sufficient to compensate current residents having opposite preferences. One has to bear in
mind, however, that these results only apply to current residents, that they are based on a small
data set, and ignore the opinions of respondents with other most- or least-preferred alternatives.
In accordance with expectations, we have seen that, with a few exceptions, the higher the
difference in expected change in house values between respondents‟ most- and least-preferred
alternative, the higher the compensation they ask for. Generally, the average desired
compensation sum is smaller than the expected loss in house values. Possible explanations for
this underestimation of WTA values may be found in starting-point bias (the true average WTA
lies above the starting point) and payment vehicle bias (the payment vehicle used may have been
too complicated to be properly answered by respondents). It may also be that respondents were
modest in answering the hypothetical question about compensation, perhaps because of
difficulties with proper interpretations of a large sum of money.
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We can thus conclude that the valuation of a multi-functional urban design by current
residents near the Zuidas is relatively low, since they fear nuisance rather than that they expect to
be able to enjoy an improvement of their living environment. Current residents rather prefer the
current situation, and many of them would even like to be compensated for the development of
the Dock model at the Zuidas. In answering WTA questions of this type, residents will of course
consider both the transitional phase that would be ahead of them, and changes in living conditions
when in the long run the development plans have been completed. Although WTA questions and
estimates of changes in house prices are still rather imprecise and great variation in answers may
exist, they give an impression of the order of magnitude of the welfare changes that residents may
expect from development plans, although one should acknowledge that (strategic and starting
point) biases may affect the numbers obtained. As is true for many other components in costbenefit analyses of land use projects, uncertainty of the “true” estimate is still high, but there are
ways to account for this in CBA‟s (e.g., sensitivity analysis, analyses with upper and lower
bounds, etcetera). In any case, a confrontation of the welfare changes for residents with costbenefit surpluses from a CBA that ignores these effects seems insightful, as it could indicate
whether a more precise estimate of the effects for residents would be called for in order to be able
to assess a project‟s overall social desirability. To trade off the interests of residents against those
of other stakeholders, a common denominator of welfare effects seems highly desirable,
suggesting that WTA/WTP measures as studied above, despite the methodological challenges,
would nevertheless be the way to go.
In our study, for example, a socially warranted multi-functional re-design of the area should
clearly be motivated by benefits as enjoyed by parties other than current residents. Our study did
not attempt to estimate these benefits for other parties, but it does give quantitative insight into
the question of how high such benefits ought to be in order to make the development yield a
positive contribution to aggregate social surplus. Such information can be used both in deciding
about the overall desirability of development alternatives, and in designing policies to address the
interests of local residents. Clearly, the WTA method is based on hypothetical choice
experiments, but they certainly have a fair degree of realism that is extremely useful in the design
of multifunctional space or public urban space. The methodology deployed here opens new
pathways for balanced urban planning.
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